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paintings by serge marshennikov serge marshennikov
hyperrealist paintings of women in interior spaces are
heavily influenced by the mid twentieth century
american artist andrew wyeth serge marshennikov was
born in 1971 in ufa in the ussr discover and purchase
serge marshennikov s artworks available for sale browse
our selection of paintings prints and sculptures by the
artist and find art you love artist serge marshennikov
s delicate oil portraits honour the inherent beauty of
the female form combining hyperrealistic methods with a
flair for accurately conveying the beauty of the women
he paints marshennikov has made a name for himself in
the art world view serge marshennikov s artworks on
artnet learn about the artist and find an in depth
biography exhibitions original artworks the latest news
and sold auction prices 1 of 44 serge marshennikov
artist serge marshennikov and his amazing hyperrealist
paintings of women in interior spaces are heavily
influenced by the mid twentieth century american artist
andrew wyeth his work is in high demand with paintings
currently held in the museum of modern art el paso the
grace museum abilene and in many important private
collections throughout the united states russia england
denmark france and japan serge s biggest influences
were andrew wyeth lucian freud he was chosen as top 30
in 2008 by the portrait society of america serge s
paintings are successfully sold through important art
auctions including famous christie s of london and
bonham s in knightsbridge his work is in much demand
and his prices are constantly rising artist serge
marshennikov russia born in 1971 joined artisor
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september 2022 artist stats total pieces for sale 2
total pieces sold 20 highest price piece sold 43 000
days of serenity average price per square inch 36 bio
serge marshennikov was born in 1971 in ufa bashkiria
ussr serge s paintings are held in the collections of
the museum of modern art el paso in the grace museum
abilene and in many important private collections in
russia england denmark france and japan serge s biggest
influences are andrew wyeth lucian freud serge is
married and has a 7 year old daughter waterhouse
gallery serge marshennikov still waters run deep 12 x
14 oil 9200 new serge marshennikov was born in 1971 in
ufa bashkiria when he was young serge was always
drawing painting and sculpting from any material he
could lay his hands on serge marshennikov maxwell
alexander gallery scroll down for artist bio to be
updated when new marshennikov paintings become
available click here colorful dream 20 x20 oil ashen
dawn 18 x14 oil selected sold works sold traces of sun
19 x17 oil sold pink blue flowers 18 x20 oil sold shy
girl 12 x11 oil serge marshennikov is a russian artist
born was born in 1971 in ufa bashkiria ussr his
grandfather was a general manager of a horse breeding
company his father an electric engineer and his mother
a pre school educator as far as he can remember serge
was always drawing painting and sculpting he thinks
serge is a fool but serge explains that the painter
antrios is well known and that marc is ignorant about
contemporary art moreover serge is hurt by marc s vile
and pretentious laugh overview the comedy which raises
questions about art and friendship concerns three long
time friends serge marc and yvan serge indulging his
penchant for modern art buys a large expensive
completely white painting 4 4 74 ratings see all
formats and editions a considerable work of
assimilative scholarship and common sense races along
merrily the boston globe serge tells marc that yvan
liked the antrios marc asks to take another look at it
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and serge excitedly goes to fetch it from the other
room when he returns he places it in front of marc and
the two consider it after a moment serge tells marc
that they need not worry about the painting get
everything you need to know about serge in art analysis
related quotes timeline synopsis a translation of a
french language play art is set in paris and revolves
around a discussion between three friends serge marc
and yvan when serge buys a large and very expensive
painting for 200 000 francs however the canvas is
completely white with just a few white lines
specialising in contemporary art our on line art
gallery selects contemporary art treasures for you
paintings sculptures and illustrations carré d artistes
is the leading art network in the world with more than
40 galleries in france and internationally art sg is
jointly organised by three leaders in the international
art fair industry tim etchells sandy angus and magnus
renfrew have a track record of creating exceptional art
fairs globally read more bringing progressive concepts
and curation to the singapore art landscape art sg will
deliver a custom built fair of international standard



paintings by serge marshennikov the
gallerist
Mar 28 2024

paintings by serge marshennikov serge marshennikov
hyperrealist paintings of women in interior spaces are
heavily influenced by the mid twentieth century
american artist andrew wyeth serge marshennikov was
born in 1971 in ufa in the ussr

serge marshennikov artworks for sale
more artsy
Feb 27 2024

discover and purchase serge marshennikov s artworks
available for sale browse our selection of paintings
prints and sculptures by the artist and find art you
love

hyperrealistic oil paintings of women
in sheets celebrate the
Jan 26 2024

artist serge marshennikov s delicate oil portraits
honour the inherent beauty of the female form combining
hyperrealistic methods with a flair for accurately
conveying the beauty of the women he paints
marshennikov has made a name for himself in the art
world



serge marshennikov artnet
Dec 25 2023

view serge marshennikov s artworks on artnet learn
about the artist and find an in depth biography
exhibitions original artworks the latest news and sold
auction prices

77 exquisite realistic paintings by
russian artist serge
Nov 24 2023

1 of 44 serge marshennikov artist serge marshennikov
and his amazing hyperrealist paintings of women in
interior spaces are heavily influenced by the mid
twentieth century american artist andrew wyeth

serge marshennikov gallery 1261
Oct 23 2023

his work is in high demand with paintings currently
held in the museum of modern art el paso the grace
museum abilene and in many important private
collections throughout the united states russia england
denmark france and japan serge s biggest influences
were andrew wyeth lucian freud

serge marshennikov at quent cordair
fine art the finest in
Sep 22 2023

he was chosen as top 30 in 2008 by the portrait society



of america serge s paintings are successfully sold
through important art auctions including famous
christie s of london and bonham s in knightsbridge his
work is in much demand and his prices are constantly
rising

serge marshennikov 1971 russia
artisor
Aug 21 2023

artist serge marshennikov russia born in 1971 joined
artisor september 2022 artist stats total pieces for
sale 2 total pieces sold 20 highest price piece sold 43
000 days of serenity average price per square inch 36
bio serge marshennikov was born in 1971 in ufa
bashkiria ussr

artist serge marshennikov brennen
fine art gallery
Jul 20 2023

serge s paintings are held in the collections of the
museum of modern art el paso in the grace museum
abilene and in many important private collections in
russia england denmark france and japan serge s biggest
influences are andrew wyeth lucian freud serge is
married and has a 7 year old daughter

serge marshennikov russian figurative
artist waterhouse
Jun 19 2023

waterhouse gallery serge marshennikov still waters run



deep 12 x 14 oil 9200 new serge marshennikov was born
in 1971 in ufa bashkiria when he was young serge was
always drawing painting and sculpting from any material
he could lay his hands on

serge marshennikov maxwell alexander
gallery
May 18 2023

serge marshennikov maxwell alexander gallery scroll
down for artist bio to be updated when new marshennikov
paintings become available click here colorful dream 20
x20 oil ashen dawn 18 x14 oil selected sold works sold
traces of sun 19 x17 oil sold pink blue flowers 18 x20
oil sold shy girl 12 x11 oil

exquisite realistic paintings by
russian artist serge
Apr 17 2023

serge marshennikov is a russian artist born was born in
1971 in ufa bashkiria ussr his grandfather was a
general manager of a horse breeding company his father
an electric engineer and his mother a pre school
educator as far as he can remember serge was always
drawing painting and sculpting

art analysis enotes com
Mar 16 2023

he thinks serge is a fool but serge explains that the
painter antrios is well known and that marc is ignorant
about contemporary art moreover serge is hurt by marc s



vile and pretentious laugh

art play wikipedia
Feb 15 2023

overview the comedy which raises questions about art
and friendship concerns three long time friends serge
marc and yvan serge indulging his penchant for modern
art buys a large expensive completely white painting

leonardo the artist and the man serge
bramly sian reynolds
Jan 14 2023

4 4 74 ratings see all formats and editions a
considerable work of assimilative scholarship and
common sense races along merrily the boston globe

art scene 5 at serge s summary
analysis litcharts
Dec 13 2022

serge tells marc that yvan liked the antrios marc asks
to take another look at it and serge excitedly goes to
fetch it from the other room when he returns he places
it in front of marc and the two consider it after a
moment serge tells marc that they need not worry about
the painting

serge character analysis in art



litcharts
Nov 12 2022

get everything you need to know about serge in art
analysis related quotes timeline

art play plot characters stageagent
Oct 11 2022

synopsis a translation of a french language play art is
set in paris and revolves around a discussion between
three friends serge marc and yvan when serge buys a
large and very expensive painting for 200 000 francs
however the canvas is completely white with just a few
white lines

online art gallery buy contemporary
artworks painting
Sep 10 2022

specialising in contemporary art our on line art
gallery selects contemporary art treasures for you
paintings sculptures and illustrations carré d artistes
is the leading art network in the world with more than
40 galleries in france and internationally

about art sg
Aug 09 2022

art sg is jointly organised by three leaders in the
international art fair industry tim etchells sandy
angus and magnus renfrew have a track record of
creating exceptional art fairs globally read more



bringing progressive concepts and curation to the
singapore art landscape art sg will deliver a custom
built fair of international standard
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